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“Relatedness is primary, Individuality is secondary.” - Lawrence LeShan

In this feel-good spiritual comedy, our heroes and heroines on screen “break the fourth wall”
uniting all of ‘us’ with who and what we are - protagonists of Consciousness itself. By sensing
their greater body, heart and mind viewers interconnect with one another. Inside of ninety to a
hundred and twenty minutes, an entire audience can claim they have always known each other.
It seems entirely natural to feel the eternal nature of true love with total strangers. As unlikely as
this may sound, decades of privately-funded experiential research shows - we can make LOVE
happen. Imagine a series of films, TV shows, and social media services oﬀering a life changing
experience of being awake as one. Sharing this depth of presence outshines sexuality.
An overpowering sense of fulfillment grows and thrives the more we feel it together. By sharing
an overflowing happiness - impulsively smiling and laughing – we’re absolutely stunned,
surpassing all expectations. In this film, an ensemble of four to eight main characters engage
our boundless free spirited nature that cannot be contained by the boxes we’ve been living in.
Who knew that sharing a commonly sensed consciousness would break us loose, spilling out
into an unlimited ocean of bliss that flows through the cells of our bodies, hearts and minds?
Freed to embody an enchanting inner wilderness, united by the sublime serenity of being love
itself - tied to no particular outward form - while belonging inwardly to an unborn, timeless,
eﬀortless ever-fresh co-created play, every viewer intimately senses that our combined heart
and spirit originates from the core of our consciousness. In the presence of the source of
happiness - vitally awake and alive as one - we accept our selves, crying tears of joy.
How is "This" possible? As most traumas have occurred in relationship, a habit of feeling less
than wholly connected is transformed by sustaining an intimate sense of sharing ‘undivided
attention’ together. We directly experience how nature has designed us to be incomparably
unique, recreated afresh every moment by how well we pay attention and by what we pay
attention to together, wherein being ‘awake-as-awareness’ is found to be indistinguishable
from being unconditionally loved and loving in all our relationships.
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